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ABOUT SUE
With over 20 years as a Christian women's
event speaker, Sue loves bringing women
together to feast on God's Word, to remind
us our confidence begins in our identity in
Christ, and our purpose follows: to invite
others to know Him as well, one cup of
coffee at a time. 

As a Retreat Speaker, Bible teacher, or
workshop leader, Sue provides Bible-based
messages, stories from the heart, outlines,
small group questions and quiet time
meditation guides, as well as more than a
small dose of humor. 

Sue and her husband Mark of 35 years
survived a 13-year remodel as well as raising
three daughters. A self-confessed “late-
bloomer,” Sue led a full single life as a HS
teacher and as a missionary with Wycliffe
Bible Translators, including two years in
Brazil and six months in Papua New Guinea.

SIGNATURE TOPICS
Growing Up: What makes a Mature Christian
Woman? How to live a spilling-over life vs a
stressed-out, depleted life

God's Hospitality and Ours: Become a
Woman of Welcome How to move past our
hosting hesitations and insecurities, all for
heaven's sake! 

Road Trip! Community Building: How can I
build community, and, why is it essential to
my growth in Christ? 

(Audience benefit: walk away with practical
resources, biblical encouragement, a toolkit
to grow spiritually and follow the Great
Commission) 

www.welcomeheart.com

“Sue is so genuine and her messages were perfect for our
group. Her biblical knowledge is excellent and her
understanding and insights into our common daily struggles
and triumphs are God-given. Sue’s humor was a bonus that
delighted us all.

"Sue was wonderful to work with… We were left with down-
to-earth, concrete, practical applications of God’s truth and
plan for our lives. 
 —Rosalyn Connolly, Grace Bible Church, Arroyo Grande, CA
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